Cowl Chief Appointed

Hanaway New Cowl Editor: To Succeed Goetz In 1961

Junior Paul J. Hanaway will take over as the next editor of The Cowl in February, according to Charles J. Goetz, present editor-in-chief.

Hanaway's accession to the top editorial post will mark the first time that a married student has held a position on The Cowl since April of 1969.

PAUL HANAWAY

"It was the opinion of the senior editorial board members and the moderator that Hanaway, who has proven successful in several aspects of The Cowl, which have proven successful in the past two years, according to Goetz, is also a member of the Friars and the Junior Class Council."

"I do not anticipate that the average reader will perceive any radical changes in either the format or the content of the paper," Hanaway said. "I am aware, with the past two editors, that imaginative and aggressive journalism means controversial journalism," he added.

Subordinate positions on the editorial staff will be announced by the end of next month. Re-"tiring" editor Charles Goetz indicated that he would serve as undergraduate advisor to the new staff until June.

Early announcement of the new Cowl chief was effected in order to facilitate the changeover and making of new appointments, according to Goetz.

Married and the father of a baby daughter, Hanaway will be the first married student to head the paper's staff.

DES Slates "PC Exams" Discussions

A major innovation in campus activities will occur on Tuesday afternoon, January 10, when Theta Chapter of DES will sponsor a student-faculty discussion program on the subject of "Examinations at Providence College." The meeting will be held at 3:00 p.m. in the cafeteria annex of Alumni Hall.

This discussion, limited to (Continued on Page 2)

Death Rides The Holiday Highways

The THE SIX KILLED in this accident never made it home. It could happen to PC students rushing home for the holidays. See editorial on Page 4. -Photo Courtesy Cranston Police Department

ON THE SPOT ON CAMPUS SINCE 1935

Congress Grants Funds To O'Leary
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MEMO FROM THE EDITOR:

To call WDOM the Orphan Annie of the extracurricular clan might even be an understatement of the broadcasters' plight. At least Annie occasionally relishes a taste of Daddy Warbucks' bucks, and Sandy voices woofs instead of snarls. The campus radio station is not only penniless, but put-upon.

Campus media of mass communication, such as The Cowl and WDOM, inevitably suffer from comparison with their professional brethren of commercial newspapers and radio networks. The comparison is not and never can be a favorable one for programming has only to turn the dial to radio networks. The comparison is characteristic of security.

Fortunately for this newspaper, its staff members enjoy adequate financial support and a thick-skinned personal conviction that lack of criticism indicates only lack of interest. The radio station, on the other hand, is fighting against their limited recognition and their inability to provide the listeners with the quality of music they desire.

Anybody who doesn't care for WDOM's programming has only to turn the dial to assure his displeasure. If he thinks he can perform in a more professional fashion than the present broadcasters, no doubt his talents would be greatly appreciated by the campus station's management.

I'm not a 100% fan of WDOM any more than I'm a 100% fan of my own newspaper. It ought to be obvious that campus organizations cannot make a handful of students suffer from comparison with their professional counterparts. The campus radio station is not doomed to suffer from comparison with their professional counterparts. The campus radio station is not doomed to suffer from comparison with their professional counterparts.

Looking Ahead

When questioned on the success of this venture, he urged all faculty members to comment on any points raised during the course of the formal exchange.

A basketball game is also on the weekend slate as the Friars will play host to their state rival, the University of Rhode Island. Last year's Homecoming was a complete line of beer. The College in 1954. According to Hurley, this year's Homecoming will be held on Friday, February 10; the alumni business meeting, and a faculty reception, after which a co-ordinator Grathwohl, and Theta Chapter. Discussion will be moderated by Robert Grathwohl.

Chosen to represent the student body are: Stephen Burns, '61, education; Thomas Hoxton, '61, business; James Carroll, '61, political science; and Timothy McCann, '62, biology. According to discussion co-ordinator Grathwohl, members of the remaining members of the panel will be invited to question panel members or to comment on any points raised during the course of the formal exchange.

When questioned on the success of this venture, he urged all faculty members to comment on any points raised during the course of the formal exchange.

Homecoming weekend, the social highlight of the alumni year, has been scheduled for the weekend of February 10, 11, and 12 according to the Alumni Office. For activities for the weekend include an alumni Homecoming to be held on Friday, February 10; the alumni business meeting, and a faculty reception, after which a co-ordinator Grathwohl, and Theta Chapter. Discussion will be moderated by Robert Grathwohl.

Chosen to represent the student body are: Stephen Burns, '61, education; Thomas Hoxton, '61, business; James Carroll, '61, political science; and Timothy McCann, '62, biology. According to discussion co-ordinator Grathwohl, members of the remaining members of the panel will be invited to question panel members or to comment on any points raised during the course of the formal exchange.

Cowl Six Pages? The Cowl was limited to six pages this week because of the blizzard which unleashed 12 inches of snow on the Providence area. Cowl editors were aroused at 5:00 a.m. Tuesday morning to "put the issue to bed," since it was impossible to reach the College Monday evening.

DES Examination Discussion ...
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Our Holiday Delivery Day

N.Y. Club Yule Dance On Dec. 27

"Tickets for the New York Metropolitan Club's annual Christmas Dance which is being held on December 27 at the Sheraton-Atlantic Hotel in New York City, have been selling rather slowly on the PC campus," said Tim Phelan, chairman of the event, earlier in the week.

The dance is being held in conjunction with the appearance of the varsity basketball team in the Holiday Festival, that afternoon at Madison Square Garden.

Tickets for the semi-formal, non-dral deal are still on sale on campus and will continue to be sold until December 15. They will also be sold at the door on the eve of the dance.

The event is being held at $5.00 a couple.

Don Slover, president of the regional club, has extended an open invitation to all PC students who plan to spend the evening in the City.

"I sincerely hope that all the Providence College fans who are making the trip to see the ball club will also take the time to come to the dance, because we are certain that they will have a good time and because the will give them an opportunity to have an inexpensive night on the town," said Slover.

Austin Snack Shoppe
Genevieve and Austin
Grady
661 Smith St., Prov., R. I.
MA 1-1823
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- QUALITY -
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- COSTS -

1003 Smith Street
UN 1-7050
Providence, R. I.

"Aequalis" Wins: Lombardi Is Prexy Of Freshman Class

The freshmen elections held December 7, resulted in a clean sweep for the Aequalis party. Elected president is Frank Lombard, 110 votes; vice president is Frank Lynch, the only other candidate, received 130 votes.

Lombardi, a dorm student and graduate of Deering High School, defeated George Parent by a vote of 139 to 139 vote margin.

Robert Chernov, the only other candidate, received 209 ballots. Gerard LaFontaine, who received 217 votes, vice-president-elect is from Waltham, Mass.

Walsh received the largest vote with 412 ballots cast for him as treasurer. Walsh, a resident of Providence and graduate of La Salle Academy, defeated Jerry DeMaria and Don Donahue, who received 175 and 60 votes, respectively.

Frank Lynch, also a La Salle graduate, defeated his closest rival Frank Connolly, who received 211 ballots. The third member of the winning team, Charles Guzini, was given 110 ballots.

John Walsh; treasurer, Frank Lynch.

COLLEGE IBM STAFF prepares the quarterly report. Carol maihause last week.

IBM Machines Installed at PC

Four IBM machines have recently been installed in the new Data Processing Room, formerly the Veritas office.

The four machines are: a 262 Tabulator, a 154, a 182 Sorter, and a 026 Printing Key Punch. They have been used to report the first quarter machine.

Eventually, it is hoped that they will be used for pre-registration and scheduling of students, eliminating students filling out their own schedule cards at the beginning of the school year.

Mr. Frank Cru ce is in charge of the data processing department, assisted by Mrs. Wallace Smith, an experienced IBM operator.

Cruce, an employee of Providence Hospital for many years, went to IBM school last summer to take courses in the operation of these machines.

Why Not Try
GROUPOK SINGING
European Atmosphere

Flamenco Guitar Singing

College Folk Singers

THE CAFE MEDICI

200 Brook St., Providence
Open Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
A Christmas Message...

What has happened to the real meaning of Christmas in the mist of materiality and fog of animosity which befogs the world? Mankind seeks love and peace, but its quest is doomed to terminate in bitter frustration as long as men are not actuated by the true cause of love and peace which emanates from the Nativity.

If the brilliance of Christmas' true Catholic meaning were as much in evidence in the world of today as the tinsel and baubles of the holiday's secular observance, then indeed would we bestow upon one another priceless gifts.

As college men, we can look forward to that day when our own children stand, as we once did, suffused with joy beneath a gaily decorated fir tree, its roots covered in a clutter of child's treasure. Perhaps we can bestow upon these our children, that atmosphere of fraternal kinship among men whose absence in our own lives was emphasized by the rumbling guns of World War II.

Having knowledge of the true meaning of the Incarnation, we can celebrate the holidays in their full realization. Let us look forward to the New Year with the wish that it brings everywhere of mankind to a share in the year-long recognition of the Birth of Christ which we as Catholics already enjoy.

And, for ourselves, let us grow in appreciation of the Gift which is ours.

MERRY CHRISTMAS!

Accidents Becket...

In recent years many colleges which have a substantial proportion of resident students enrolled have assumed the practice of suspending all classes at 11:00 a.m. on Christmas Eve. Although in some instances Providence College adheres to this system, our calendar is not uniform in this respect.

The advantage in allowing students to leave for home around noon is that most of them can reach their destination before nightfall. Here at PC, the majority of the resident students who travel home by car live within five or six hours driving time.

Most fatal accidents occur after sunset, and the risk to travelers is further increased at holiday periods on the road. Mankind seeks love and peace, but its quest is doomed to terminate in bitter frustration as long as men are not actuated by the true cause of love and peace which emanates from the Nativity.

The Cowl recommends that all colleges allow students to leave early enough to travel most of their journey before dark. It is not that we favor cancelled classes; we are interested primarily in students' safety on the road.
ONE OF THE MOST bothersome and flagrant violations of good sportsmanship since the days of former Boston University coach Matt Zunic occurred last Saturday afternoon.

As one of approximately 1,300 fans sitting in on the Providence-Merrimack, Brown-West Point hockey doubleheader, this reporter was treated to a rare display of dirty, roughhouse, unsportsmanlike hockey by little-known and lesser-liked Merrimack College.

Pre-game publicity had pictured the small, Massachusetts college as an improved club. It had been participating in college hockey for only a few years and appeared to be on the threshold of breaking into the major college circles. Not too many people expected that Providence would be overly extended, and they weren't, winning handily 13-2.

BUT MERRIMACK didn't leave empty-handed. As they wound their way towards the Andover, Mass., campus, two Providence players were finding their way to Our Lady of Fatima Hospital. Wingman Johnny Donahue had just caged an assist to and from the New Haven native suffering a severe shoulder separation which forces him out of action for the remainder of the season.

The injury resulted from what appeared to be an unnecessary check by a Merrimack defenseman. It might have been accidental, but it seems a little more than just coincidence that Donahue had just caged an assist to and from the Friars' Jack McGeough.

The second "accident" occurred shortly after, when the Merrimack goalie, who eventually was to be thrown out of the game, accidentally, but it seems a little more than just coincidence that Donahue had just caged an assist to and from the Friars' Jack McGeough.

The second "accident" occurred shortly after, when the Merrimack goalie, who eventually was to be thrown out of the game, accidentally, but it seems a little more than just coincidence that Donahue had just caged an assist to and from the Friars' Jack McGeough.

These two clubs meet again at Merrimack on February 18, and while it may seem a trifle ridiculous, this could lead to even further trouble. Should the Etchettlemen run up another big score, and from the inadequacies shown by Merrimack last week it is more than probable, then perhaps more of the same treatment will follow.

FROM MIDWAY through the second period to the final buzzer there was blood in their eyes and revenge on their minds. Several times a general free-for-all was avoided only by a concerted effort on the part of the Friars to avoid any serious trouble. It was indeed fortunate that the only result of the distasteful performance by the Massachusetts team was a brief flurry of fisticuffs between the never-say-died aforementioned goalie and the Friars' Jack McGeough.

In order to avoid what looks like one of the most violent free-for-alls of the year, this writer plans on record as advocating the canceling of the second game. If necessary, it seems to me that even a forlorn vista would be better than the risk of permanent injury.

Merrimack obviously has nothing to lose. Providence does.

All the Books for the Serious Student!

Paperbacks—Hardbacks

All Subjects—Art Dept.

Foreign Language Studies

Criticisms — References

Special Orders for Classes

ARCADE BOOK SHOP

Arcade Bldg., 68 3rd Floor — Newbury JA 1-7430

Open Thurs. Nite

Campus Barber Shop

ALUMNI HALL

2 Barbers

8 TO 5 MON. THRU FRI.

8 TO 12 NOON SAT.

Andy Corsini, Prop.
Hockey Team Scores Costly 13 to 2 Victory

**Donahue, Murphy, Badly Injured**

Johnny Donahue and Tom Murphy sustained serious injuries as the Providence College hockey team scored an easy but expensive 13-3 victory over Merrimack College in a contest Saturday at the Rhode Island Auditorium.

Donahue suffered a severe shoulder separation and will be lost for the remainder of the season. He has been paralyzed since Saturday afternoon and, at last report, his condition was serious.

It is believed that the injury was caused by a pinwheel move.

Co-Captain Joe Keough, Jim Gignard and Mars Tschida led the skaters in their romp with seven goals among them. Each of the three accounted for six points, with Keough garnering the hat trick along with three assists.

After a relatively close first period, which ended with the Friars leading 4-2, Providence exploded for nine goals in the last two contests while holding Merrimack to just one goal.

Five of those goals came in the span of nine minutes during the second period and ballooned the PC lead to 9-2.

The Providence defense was marked by a rough and sometimes dirty play of the Merrimack club, particularly while Walsh's goalie, Brendan Walsh, clamped Murphy in the back of the neck with his stick, causing the injury to the fast-improving sophomore center.

Walsh and Providence defenders, Jack McGeough, were both penalized for the sticks-oil in the third period for fighting.

Gus Uly Mr. Hornstein looked impressive in the Providence nets, particularly while his two Merrimack breakaways.

**Puckster Preview Shows Rough Ice Ahead**

It looks like rough skating ahead for the Providence College pucksters. The Friars will be facing such stiff competition as Boston College, Northeastern, the Rugger of the East, Colby, St. Lawrence and Clarkson.

Although the College will be tough as ever this season, since the Eagles have been chosen to nail down the top Eastern spot this year. BC will be the team to beat in the East and it looks that PC handed it last year.

R.F.P's fighting engineers are a fast skating club and will certainly prove capable competitors this year under the disciplined direction of Coach Ned Harkness. Harkness enters the season with thirteen veterans from last year's 15-3 squad.

Although weak up front, the Engineers will be strong defensively, with three solid defensemen and two goalkeepers. Brian Robinson, a second team All-East selection last year, is rated an outstanding defenseman by Harkness. Second co-captain Larry McMullen, junior Tom McMahon, and Robinson will rotate the two defensive posts.

Colby has definitely graduated from small college ranks on the basis of last season's performance of 28-7 and will be pointing to better their mark against an even tougher schedule this season.

Coach Jack Kelley feels that depth of talent will be the only obstacle here as Colby seeks its fortunes in men's hockey ranking.

The Providence College skating team will continue their Far West swing tonight when the Multanymen face the San Francisco (Calif.) Broncos 65-59 at R.I. Civic Auditorium on January 23.

In the pivot, 6'7'" Bob Galton, a big tough sophomore, will be out to prove himself. Galton shows potential as a scorer and rebounder, the latter being a weak spot in the Friars' play.

Following their game in San Francisco, the Friars come back East to play Canisius in the Buffalo Auditorium on Saturday,丁7.

Although the Griffins lost their high scorer and a co-captain, there is also a fine team of game-tested veterans back. Led by a big 230 pound Larry Sarafinas, a big rebounder who should beef up the backs of the Friars, the Griffins will be a tough proposition.

The Friars return borne on the wings of Pete Wallack, captain of the varsity track, which opens January 14.

The Providence College varsity track will open its season with the Knights of Columbus indoor meet at Boston Garden on January 14. The Friars return borne on the wings of Pete Wallack, captain of the varsity track, which opens January 14.

Entered in the mile relay will be a four man team composed of Pete Wallack, captain of the track, Donny Kahrar, Andy Sayko, and Vinny Jacono. Bill Sheehan will also make the trip to the opening meet and will be kept in reserve in case an accident should befal any of the scheduled starters.

PC track coach Harry Coates has been working constantly to provide the College with a strong track squad that will be able to withstand the pressures of the all important indoor contests.

Recent drills emphasising the exchange of the relay stick to save time and yet keep the exchange within the bounds of safety have been stressed by Coates. The track mentor feels that a good baton pass is the backbone of a good race as both time and steps are saved.

Although somewhat depressed by the graduation of Ted Crowley, highest scorer in West Point's hockey history, he has confidence in a host of fast-skating Pieshes, among them a second team All-East selection last year. Coach Jack Riley has nine lettermen available this year.

R.F.P's skating club is top-notch in the East and it looks that PC handed it last year.

Mains's, the art of creating designs with tiny pieces, was originated in Italy and has caught on fast with the hobble-conscious American public.